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Your job requires you to influence just about all the time. It may take the form of gaining support, 
inspiring others, persuading other people to become your champions, engaging someone's imagination, 
creating relationships. Whatever form it takes, being an excellent influencer makes your job easier.  
 
Successful organizations adopt a fresh paradigm of horizontal influencing. Presently, these horizontal 
influencing structures manifest themselves in lean agile approaches. Horizontal influencing radically 
changes the way people interact creating engaged communities.   
The know how to horizontal influencing includes a set of skills fundamental to building Dyad and Triad 
relationships, creating a true win-win environment at the individual, team and organizational level. 
Through this prism, Influence is communication at a deep level, where we relate to each other 
compassionately and look actively for commonalities and shared goals. 
 

Virtual influence is DIFFERENT than f2f since the brain processes information differently. 

10 KEYS to Influence in the Virtual Environment: 

Adopt a new pattern: Pause – Breathe – Think – Respond 

Drive for empathy: Understand the Situation. There is a difference between the way I see it and 
the way others see it. Bear in mind that reality is somewhere in the middle. 

Create trust: People range from diametrically opposing, More against than for, Neutral, More for 
than against and in total agreement with your position. Your job is to build communities of trust every 
day. Your Allies will help you achieve support within your accomplices and opponents. It is harder to win 
support from adversaries. 

Be mindful of the words you use: 5 key words to notice how you use: Why, Try, But 
Should, Don’t. To create empathy, repeat words and select similar words, use body language. 

Chose engaging strategy: We opt for communities based on our comfort zone. Reflect on your 
influence style and how do you apply it to engage community building?  

Label the feelings call them out. 

Summarize to get to a “that’s right”. 

Use questions to uncover - “How am I supposed to do that”. 

Use biases to your advantage.  

Ignore; use ‘AND’, say that is interesting, say I am curious to understand.  


